Edition 11, Week 1, 24 July 2019

Dates for the diary
31 July
1 August
7 August

Kylie Howarth Author visit – Years 1, 2 and 3
NAIDOC Basketball Competition
Cristy Burne Author visit – Years 4, 5 and 6

9 August
9 August

Class Assembly – Room 12 Year 1
Faction Cross Country

Focus for 2017 – 2019
Our focus over the next 3 years is to develop a whole school approach to learning, with
academic rigour through rich and engaging learning experiences, in conjunction with
developing the whole child (with parents as partners), to make our school a school of choice
within the community and for every child to be empowered and reach their full potential.
Dear Parents, Staff, Students and Community Members,
How joyful it is to return to school and see our beautiful Phase 1 of our Nature Playground completed! Just
the colour of the red earth, the upright logs and the loose parts logs, sticks and rocks have made such a
difference to our school. I was privileged to be on the committee led by parent, Derek Watt, as the journey
for our playgrounds began and to see the first stage come together after months and months of hard work
and planning is a thrill. Then to watch our parents and committee come together to start the actual building,
the back breaking job of lifting and carrying heavy pavers, laying concrete, putting limestone rocks into place
– how lucky we are to have a community so committed to wanting these terrific opportunities not only for
their own children but for all children in our school. Thank you seems so inadequate after witnessing this
Phase but THANK YOU to our Nature Playground Committee: Derek Watt, Sharnie Stuart, Bryan Tolmie, Sofia
Woodrow, Harpreet Kaler, Danielle Adam, Grace Adam, Nathanael Howard and Jenny Gordon and to the
P&C and parents who attended the installation on either one or both days: Matt Wood, Steve Williams,
Darryn Watson, Paul Hurst, Chris McCormick, Marko Valentini, Emma Eggleton, Grant Eggleton, George
Lazarou, Ara Jerejian, Albert Tassone, Richard Welsh, Susanne Guy, Ben Raven, Mos Mahmoud, Kate Miller,
Kimberley Farrell, Brooke Marshall, April Jolly, Graham Adam and Bradley Farrell. Special thank you to those
parents who sent in food and cups of coffee to keep everyone’s energy levels up! And P&C President, Bradley
Farrell has also gone above and beyond in organising pick up of resources, sourcing donations from Bunnings
and being a great liaison between both groups as the final plans came together. Bradley is a wonderful
representative of the parents in our school and we thank him for his dedication to this project. The students
will have the opportunity to play in the playground as individual classes this week and next, and then by the
end of next week, it will become part of our normal playground roster. As I said in the Connect notice that
came out yesterday, we expect the students will get a bit dirty, perhaps incur a few nicks and scratches but
we know they will have a whole lot of fun if yesterday’s classes are anything to go by! We ask again that you
support us with keeping the nature playground area out of bounds both before and after school when the
supervision isn’t there for students. We have well and truly started our term with a spring in our step!
On our school development day, all staff engaged in looking at the latest brain research and the implications
for student learning. It’s incredible to know that the advances in technology is allowing neuroscientists,
psychologists and educators the potential to really work together in providing the optimal learning
conditions for students. Some of the brain research we have had ingrained in us, is now being superseded
by new discoveries. That’s incredibly exciting for us but can also be daunting when we need to change
practice to ensure we match what the research is telling us. As educators, it is also very important for us to
think like scientists and interrogate where the research is coming from, how many studies were conducted
for a particular area, was the research gathered in lab conditions using animals or was it collected using
children in schools? We need to be absolutely certain that our research comes from reliable sources, is peer
reviewed and stands up to rigorous use of methodology and data gathering before we make decisions for
our school. To that end, we will be including in future newsletters, some of the brain research we have been
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looking at so that you can also have an understanding of what we are exploring, as we work together with parents as partners.
Some areas that have been confirmed to us by research is the use of Differentiated instruction using Carol Ann Tomlinson’s model,
embedding the Habits of Mind by Art Costa and that relationships between staff and students is the most important factor for
school success, which absolutely matches our mantra of “kids at the centre” of everything we do. This was further confirmed
when I went and saw Dr Martin Seligman yesterday at the Crown deliver a lecture on the “Past, Present and Future of Positive
Psychology, Positive Interventions and Positive Education”. Dr Seligman is considered to be the “father” of positive psychology
and the work that is happening in this space has been well documented. His delivery of the mind and brain changing in human
history to where we are now, is fascinating and I learned a lot, which is always inspiring! For us as a school, there are still (and will
always be, I suspect!) improvements to be made, which is what great educators do – reflect and refine as we learn new things,
develop better ways to tap into student success and understand the importance of relationships. I look forward to working directly
with the students with the new brain research to share with them what we have learned, which I hope they will share with you to
encourage further conversations.
Term 3 is also about faction sports and Mr Howard has begun organising for these exciting events. Please ensure you read the
notices about appropriate clothing and footwear for this term so all students can be fully engaged in their preparation for the
carnival and jumps and throws. Remember to work with your child on developing resiliency as they may encounter disappointment
and frustration during training or on the day of the events and celebrate with your child for personal bests and achievements.
Remember to use our Growth Mindset of ‘yet’ and to also to be realistic about where your child is regarding these events. We will
certainly be focusing on our Habits of Mind of Persisting, Striving for Accuracy, Taking Responsible Risks, Finding Humour and
Responding with Wonderment and Awe.
There will be some teachers out this term on Long Service Leave, myself included. Your child’s classroom teacher will let you know
when they are away and who will be teaching the class. We expect there to be seamless transition and that the programs will
continue to run smoothly when teachers are out of the school. I will be away from Week 4 (12 August) and return in Week 8 (10
September), enjoying some time with my family as we go “Up Australia” to Uluru. Sandra Martin will be Acting Principal until I
return. Grace Adam will also be returning to Clayton View Primary School as Acting Principal from 31 July to 30 August. We will
have an Acting Deputy to cover Mrs Adam while she is away.
We’re looking forward to celebrating Science Week and the Book Parade this term, our Chess teams will be competing in
tournaments and the students involved in Robocup go into the state heats in early August. Our clubs will run again this term
ranging from the Rubiks Cube Club, Auslan, Writers Club, STEM4Girls, Kindness Ambassadors, Lego Club and more! Our school is
a busy place, isn’t it? How incredibly lucky we are to have so many fantastic staff and community members working with our
students. I hope you feel as happy as we do about how we are traveling and the direction in which our school is moving.
See you in the (nature) playground!
~Ms Cavelle Monck, Principal

Honour Board
Honour Board
The following students were awarded Honour Certificates at the Friday 28 June assembly.
Congratulations to all recipients and a special acknowledgment to Year 3 Room 6 for their class item.
NEXT ASSEMBLY
Our next assembly will be held on Friday 9
August by Year 1, Room 12.
All welcome to attend.
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Year 2
Year 2
Year 2
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Year 2
Year 3
Year 3
Year 3
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Atreju Hastings
Olive Smith
Lily Bell
Eliza Newton
Dylan Starcevich
Jack Radalj
Sofia Andonovski
Declan Thorpe-Edwards
Nina Smith
Blyth Davis-McKinnon
Haku Mori
Ezana Tadesse
Jaxon Mansfield
Emma Kitching
Georgia McLean
Clara McKay
Alexandar Draca
Elliott Scott

Year 4
Year 4
Year 4
Year 5
Year 5
Year 5
Year 5
Year 5
Year 6
Year 6
Year 6
Year 6
Year 6
Year 6

Fletcher Bell
Ray Thomson
James Liu
Lincoln Young
Liam Brain
Akein Wijegunarathna
Millie Welch
Armani Carlin
Mili Tassone
Joshua Abrha
Brodie Thompson
Luella Garn
Savannah Barrett
Jack Dickie

Habits of Mind
Habits of Mind were developed by Art Costa and work on the premise of “how do students behave when they DON’T know the
answer to a question or problem?” Habits of Mind are used in response to those kinds of questions and problems where answers
are not immediately known. The chart below describes the 16 attributes of what human beings do when they behave intelligently
when confronted with problems. These behaviours are seldom performed in isolation and so we can employ more than one Habit
of Mind when solving problems. The list below is not meant to be complete – it serves to initiate the collection of thinking
processes that we can draw on. The Habits of Mind have been drawn from the research on human effectiveness, descriptions of
remarkable performers, and analyses of the characteristics of people who can produce results. The Habits of Mind allow us to
pause and think of ways of problem solving using strategies that move us forward. We use the Habits of Mind across the school
from Kindy to Year 6 to underpin all thinking strategies used in the classroom and beyond.

Italian Festival Finalists
Italo recently ran a competition which involved a number of MLPS students. Students were required to complete a project based
on the work of Leonard Da Vinci. The projects were then displayed at the Italian Cultural Centre. The competition attracted over
500 entries so we are very proud of the students below who received Finalist Certificates. Congratulations!
Jamila Baljic (Yr 3)  Ava Morris (Yr 3)  Hayden Hovingh (Yr 3)  Jakub Jakupovic (Yr 4)
 Srinika Sambath-Kumar (Yr 4)  Adele Stegnik (Yr 5)  Jack Dickie (Yr 6)

Socks In The City 2019
For our school’s Term 2, 2019 fundraiser the student leaders focused on raising awareness
about the homeless in Perth and what we can do to help them. We encouraged the
students to donate socks and we received over 500 pairs of socks! On behalf of the school
Mrs Adam drove to Socks In The City and donated the socks.
Thank you to the Kindness Ambassadors for making posters and to everyone who
donated socks.
Ashley, Mili, David and Prezley

Sustainability News
This year we have introduced some new recycling initiatives to complement our existing programs. The MLPS Recycling Plan aims
to recycle as much of our school waste as possible as well as provide opportunities for families to recycle some less obvious items
from home which may otherwise end up in landfill.
When you are next at school, be sure to check out our Recycling Station under the Gold Block stairs.
New Initiatives


Mobile Phones: Through their recycling process MobileMuster transforms the components from
mobile phon e waste into valuable materials for reuse. It means that fewer raw materials need to be
extracted and processed to make new products. By recycling your mobile phone handset, cord and
charger today you will be helping reduce the impact on the environment of tomorrow. Your old mobile
phone components can be dropped off in the bin at our Recycling Station



Eyeglasses: Bring in your old prescription glasses and place them in the bin at our Recycling Station.
The glasses will be delivered to a local optometrist who participates in a program to provide glasses for
those in need overseas.



Dental Care Products: In conjunction with TerraCycle we are now collecting dental products such as
toothpaste tubes and caps, floss containers, toothbrushes, and toothpaste and toothbrush packaging.
When you place these items in the bin provided, we will send them off for recycling to earn donations
for the school.



Ink & Toner Cartridges: Whilst the school has been recycling our own waste ink and toner cartridges
for many years, we would like to encourage families to bring theirs in from home as well. When our
collection bins are full, the waste is picked up as part of an industry supported collection program
through Close the Loop.

Ongoing Programs


Batteries: West Australians dispose of an estimated 18 million batteries per year most of which up in
landfill. Dry cell battery recycling programs like the one we participate in are all about trying to change
this and through this program Western Australia is now the largest recycler of dry cell batteries in
Australia. Drop off your AA and AAA cells (single use & rechargeable batteries), C and D sized batteries,
button batteries (e.g. from watches), 9V batteries and 6V batteries (e.g. lantern/torch batteries) in the
red battery bin at our Recycling Station. Please remove the batteries from plastic bags before placing in
the bin.



Coffee Pods: Your last drop of coffee doesn't mean the last use for aluminium. Aluminium is not just
100% recyclable, it's infinitely recyclable. Each coffee capsule you recycle can come back in another
everyday object - another capsule, bicycle, Swiss army knife, BBQ tongs, peeler, ladder, window
frame or watch case. Bring in your used aluminium coffee pods and place in the box in our Recycling
Station. Please remove the pods from plastic bags before placing in the box and please, no plastic
pods.

Ongoing School Only Programs


Paper and Cardboard: All waste paper and cardboard in the school is collected weekly by students and placed in our large
recycling bin as part of the school’s waste management plan.



Organic Waste: Our organic waste is collected as part of our 3 bin system. Our amazing Sustainability Captains crush the
food scraps and add it to our compost bins along with green and brown waste to produce compost for use in our gardens.
Food scraps are also turned into food for our worm farms which in turn produce liquid fertiliser (Worm Whiz) which is
available for sale to the community on Fridays after Class Assemblies.



Co-mingled Recycling: Our 3 bin system also includes a co-mingled recycling bin much like your yellow-topped bin at
home. Children sort their waste into the appropriate bins and they are collected as part of the school’s waste
management plan to reduce the volume of material going into our general rubbish bin.

Nationally Consistent Collection of Data on School Students with Disability (NCCD)
Every year, all schools in Australia participate in the Nationally Consistent Collection of Data on School Students with Disability
(NCCD). The NCCD process requires schools to identify information already available in the school about supports provided to
students with disability. These relate to legislative requirements under the Disability Discrimination Act 1992 and the Disability
Standards for Education 2005, in line with the NCCD guidelines (2019).
Information provided about students to the Australian Government for the NCCD includes:
 year of schooling
 category of disability: physical, cognitive, sensory or social/emotional
 level of adjustment provided: support provided within quality differentiated teaching practice, supplementary,
substantial or extensive.
This information assists schools to:
 formally recognise the supports and adjustments provided to students with disability in schools
 consider how they can strengthen the support of students with disability in schools
 develop shared practices so that they can review their learning programs in order to improve educational outcomes for
students with disability.
The NCCD provides state and federal governments with the information they need to plan more broadly for the support of
students with disability. The NCCD will have no direct impact on your child and your child will not be involved in any testing
process. The school will provide data to the Australian Government in such a way that no individual student will be able to be
identified – the privacy and confidentiality of all students is ensured. All information is protected by privacy laws that regulate the
collection, storage and disclosure of personal information.
To find out more about these matters, please refer to the Australian Government’s Privacy Policy Further information about the
NCCD can be found on the NCCD Portal or please contact the school.

NATA Young Scientist of the Year Awards 2019
The competition encourages students to think about what science is and examine how it impacts on people’s everyday lives.
Students from primary schools across Australia are invited to enter the competition to win cash prizes. This year’s theme is
’Chemistry in our Lives’ which will encourage students to undertake a science project or investigation based around chemistry,
the basis of the Periodic Table.
The aims and purpose of the competition are:
 to promote to children, the benefits and value of science
 to provide students with the opportunity to participate in science on a national platform
 to encourage students to apply their creativity to scientific solutions
 to demonstrate the importance of good presentation skills in science
Entries close on Friday 27 September 2019. If you have any further questions or would like to enter please see Mrs Kaler in Rm 4.

P&C Social & Fundraising News
Saturday August 3rd – Walk to Support Beaufort Street
There are a handful of tickets still left for our next P&C event which is a Progressive Dinner along Beaufort Street to support our
local community businesses. Tickets are $50 per person and include a 3 course meal and a drink at each venue, which is great
value. The night will commence at 5.30pm, with meeting place details to be sent out to ticket holders, closer to the event date.
This event is open to parents of Mount Lawley Primary School only. Get your tickets now at: https://www.trybooking.com/BDQYW
Toasty Tuesdays – Volunteers Required
Toasty Tuesdays are on this term with cheese toasties available for $3.50. We require volunteers to help prepare and sell cheese
toasties each Tuesday lunch time in the school canteen. If you are able to volunteer some time, please sign up here: Toasty Tuesday
Signup
Entertainment Books
The MLPS P&C is selling entertainment books as a fundraiser for our P&C. Please order your entertainment books via the link:
Entertainment Book Order

Traffic Management Committee

COMMUNITY NOTICES
Please note that our school does not endorse nor recommend any product or service that appears in
the Community Notices section. This is a service provided for our local community.
Redhage Basketball: for information about our Term 3 After School Basketball Program, please see our flyer here.
Cyber Safety and Online Awareness Presentation: for information about the presentation, please see our flyer here
Creative Kids Art Club: for more information about the club, please see our flyer here
Midvale Hub Parenting Service: Building Resilience Workshop, Circle of Security Parenting, Protective Behaviours
Parent Workshop…click here
Playtennis: for more information about the club, please see our flyer here
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